
The complete process of Importing and Updating Sage 50 with AAI 50 can be carried out efficiently using the Transfer 
Wizard. The other options are still available and can be used if the records need to be edited due to an error. 

Transfer Wizard

The Advanced Accounts Interface (AAI 50) capability is designed to link 123insight Sales Order Processing 
and Purchase Order Processing with the Sage 50 Accounts Sales and Purchase Ledgers. This is achieved 
by importing invoices and credit notes, along with customer and supplier details.

! Access to accounts data using Sage 50 security

! Import Sales Invoices and Credit Notes directly into the Sales Ledger or into Invoice processing

! Multi-company capability with separate data translation tables

! Parameters allow customisation of data transfer procedures

! Enquiries/reports available on all manufacturing data transactions awaiting transfer

Validation

! Developed in C# for Microsoft .NET using Sage Data Objects

Data is validated and optionally converted during the loading process. An option exists to 
transfer the validated data immediately into Sage 50 Accounts. Data can be converted to 
allow matching of codes between 123insight and the Sage 50 Accounts system.

Amending Transactional Information
AAI 50 provides the user with the ability to modify certain defined fields within transactions prior to transferring 
them into Sage 50. When the user modifies a transaction it is validated again, displaying any outstanding errors.

! Options to transfer data in individual or multiple batches 

Key Functionality

! VAT tables, Country and Currency settings, Sales and Purchase Nominal codes, and the Sage 50 Company 

information are all used

After the initial install, all subsequent installs are charged at £125.

Reporting

Sales and Purchase accounts can be optionally created and/or updated within Sage 50 based upon the data being 
transferred. This prevents the need to re-key this information into the Accounts data before the transactional data 
can be imported.

Account Information

There is a one-off installation fee of £295 for the initial install. 

Licences and Installation
Sage 50 (single currency) - £60 per month. 
Sage 50(multi currency) - £90 per month.

After the 1st licence, all subsequent licences are charged at 50% of the licence fee.

The Transfer Wizard automatically updates the Sage 50 Sales or Purchase ledgers. It reports on the number of 
successful  transactions transferred to the appropriate ledger and it also shows the number of transactions that 
failed at validation.

AAI 50 provides the user with extensive validation information in the form of reports, together with other audit trails 
and listings.
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